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What’s the buzz? Let
us tell you what is happening
during September to December
2018
August

OUR PLACE
Longing to belong

20th: Book week .The theme
this year is “Find your treasure”

Australia is known to many as “The lucky country” There are many reasons to feel grateful
about this land and the many fabulous opportunities we have living here. At Clovelly Child
Care Centre we often reflect on our own connection to land .We celebrate the piece of
land that Clovelly Children's Centre has found its home. We have instilled in our children a
love for our garden, our bees, our vegetable gardens, our worm hotels, our herbs and flowers, our trees, not to mention our guinea pigs and our chooks . Our wonderful families and
staff members too assist us in being custodians of our special place and without their support, we could not sustain all the wonders of nature that exist at 40 a Arden St
Palyku woman Ambelin Kwaymullina explains: "For Aboriginal peoples, country is much
more than a place. Rock, tree, river, hill, animal, human – all were formed of the same substance by the Ancestors who continue to live in land, water, sky. Country is filled with relations speaking language and following Law, no matter whether the shape of that relation is
human, rock, crow, wattle. Country is loved, needed, and cared for, and country loves,
needs, and cares for her peoples in turn. Country is family, culture, identity. Country is
self.”
Source: https://www.creativespirits.info/aboriginalculture/land/meaning-of-land-toaboriginal-people#ixzz5NexdqNhB
Everyday we remind our children to acknowledge the traditional owners of this land because to know our history and respect it , is to know our place presently . There has been
so much change in Australia and the world. However some things have stayed the same .
We all still need to feel that we belong to the land and to each other. A little further on in
this newsletter , you will come across the story of how our Joeys decided to write their
own acknowledgment of country . (An 'Acknowledgement of Country' can be done by
everyone, Indigenous or non-Indigenous, to pay respect to the fact that one is on Aboriginal land. )

The Early Learning Years Framework (EYLF) has
this VISION FOR CHILDREN’S LEARNING
This is what it says about the concept of
BELONGING
“From before birth children are
connected to family, community, culture and place. Their earliest development and learning
takes place through these relationships, particularly within
families, who are children’s first
and most influential educators.
As children participate in everyday life, they develop interests
and construct their own identities and understandings of the
world.”

Source: https://www.dss.gov.au/sites/default/files/documents/05_2015/
belonging_being_and_becoming_the_early_years_learning_framework_for_australia.pdf

September
10th Road
awareness
week
17th Bike
week
18th and 20th School photosAthe
28th NSW Public school holidays begin
October
1st Labour day public holiday
15th NSW public school term 4
begins
20th AGM All families should
try attend
26th Art show
29th Bronwyn Vaughn Incursion
All children welcome
November
12th National recycling week
15th Love is
love family
afternoon picnic– 3.30pm
December
7th Children’s Christmas party
12th Stepping stones transition
program: All rooms involved
17th Christmas tree decorating
20th Xmas lunch special -Last
day of school

Kitchen Garden:

We love to nurture our nature.

National Tree
Day is Australia's largest tree-planting and nature care event.
We celebrated

National

Schools Tree Day on Friday 27th July 2018

National Tree Day started in 1996 and since then more than 3.8 million people have planted 24 million trees and plants and it's
still growing. Tree Day was another opportunity for us to do something positive for our community and the environment by
connecting with nature. This is what we did. Athe asked our wonderful John (the builder of our sheds) to hollow out a log .
Athe wasn't sure exactly what it would be used for, but she knew one day it would come in handy …...AND yes , School tree
day was the perfect time to use it .The children helped to make a succulent log centre piece. They took turns to choose the
spots where the succulents go.

Kitchen Garden:

We love to nurture our nature.

Once again our friend Dee, from Bunnings brought in some trees for us to plant, such as Passion fruits Blueberries, Mulberry,
Mango and Avocado trees. The children were so enthusiast and eager to help .
They took part in planting, watering and mulching . We can’t wait for Summer to come to harvest the passion fruits.

During this activity, we talked about how important our trees are and
replenish our earth .
Tips to remember :
Reduce our use of
PLASTICS
Use less paper towels when wiping our hands,.
Use recycled paper for drawings.
Use less water
Compost every day
Reduce our footprints
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It is essential to teach the children to show respect to the environment from an early stage, as they are our future.

We want to give a special thanks to BUNNINGS
and Planet Ark

PS. Our beeswax products and all other hand made products are still
on sale in the office foyer everyday

Kitchen Garden:

If kale chips do not tickle
your taste buds , you could
always try using Kale for
the latest look in hair fashion

From our garden to the kitchen

Lantern Parade reflections – Here is a reminder why CLOVELLY CHILDREN’S
CENTRE values collaborative partnerships with families and communities. In
the revised National Quality Standard for the Early Years Learning Framework,
it supports building strong relationships with families (Quality Area 6 )
Why do we celebrate the lantern parade ? These pictures will answer that question .

We celebrated our solstice celebration
by adding a drum circle this year
The Drum Cafe’s drum circle is based on two
key principles which create successful group dynamics:

1.
2.

Everyone plays the same bass rhythm;
And everyone listens to one another.

By following these principles the Drum Cafe
is able to build a non-competitive community and to convey the message that everyone in the group is striving to achieve the
same goal - to make music that is harmonious.
As our children and our families beat their
own drums and hear the rhythm of the group
change and develop, we realized that we
were playing a specific, important role within
the group. We directly experienced the power of group energy and understood that we
are united by a common goal. The significance of communication and listening is highlighted through the experience of creating
music together.

This year we paid homage to fire and sun

Naidoc Week celebrations

Naidoc week blasted off with a

group of children from Soldiers
Settlement public school performed Aboriginal dances. This was directed by Aunty Calita Murray. We were also so lucky to have Uncle
Dean with us. He performed a burning ceremony to clear the space
In our fire pit . .

We also lit a fire for our traditional Johnny cakes session
led by Zach’s beautiful nan Sugar Nothing beats hot syrupy Johnny cakes made on the coals of the fire

NAIDOC Week 2018 was held nationally from Sunday 8 July and continued through to Sunday 15 July :
NAIDOC Week celebrated the invaluable contributions that Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander women
have made – and continue to make - to our communities, our families, our rich history and to our nation.
.

Because of her, we can!
Source : National NAIDOC Co-Chairs Dr Anne Martin & Mr Ben Mitchell

More about this cleansing ceremony:

A smoking ceremony is an ancient custom among Indigenous Australians that involves burning various native plants to produce smoke, which is believed to have cleansing properties and the ability to ward
off bad spirits. This burning also pays respect to country, the Elders past and present and the elders from all communities who may
be here today. Uncle Dean acknowledged Zachs nan Sugar and .As pillars of our society, Aboriginal and Torres Strait Is-

lander women have played – and continue to play - active and significant roles at the community, local, state and
national levels.
They are our mothers, our elders, our grandmothers, our aunties, our sisters and our daughters.

Veronica but lovingly known
as Sugar

Puggles
“

Puggles

Creative Curriculum For Children Birth to Two
Years...
On her weekly visit to beautiful Clovelly Children's Centre
Dr Red Ruby Scarlet has this story to share. It is the collaborative work of the Centre Director Debbie Zerbst and the educators in the Birth to Two's room known as 'The Puggles'. Enjoy
this story of their stunning and creative curriculum.
This story begins with a conversation that Debbie had with a parent about how much the children enjoyed a regular yoga time
as part of the curriculum. In a conversation with a parent Debbie discovered that she was a trapeze artist. This lead to an invitation for the parent to bring her trapeze expertise into the classroom for the children to learn from and enjoy. The child of this
parent was also skilled in trapezing!
Sally, a long time educator at the centre, created two trapezes in a space devoted to all things twirling, hanging and trapeze art.
Sally has a particular talent and insight into the capacities of the youngest citizens of Clovelly Children's Centre. Her practice is
based on enabling children, especially in how they navigate movement around organic and built environments. Rather than
simply removing a child from a climb up a piece of furniture, or ushering them down, Sally supports, the children to navigate
their way up or down or around. She is risk savvy, rather than risk averse. Even those children who are yet to crawl or walk independently. She firmly believes and robustly guides children to their own physical destinies and educational goals.
Having heard Sally and Debbie discuss this approach today, following a lovely community afternoon tea, a pile of tutus appeared in the room (there was also a ballet class just about to happen!). The children dressed themselves and each other.
Some twirling, some admiring the frills of each others tutus, and others at the door eager to revisit the beautifully crafted trapeze space.
The enthusiasm of both the children and the educators was mutual. The practice of trapeze art was familiar to them both.
With no fear, two children zoomed toward the trapezes (one slightly higher and one slightly lower to offer opportunities) and
swung, spun, swirled and squiggled! The knowledge their bodies had practiced was sophisticated. Suzanne, the room leader,
expressed how she had enjoyed the way in which the children had developed not only skill, not only confidence, but fierce joy
in their own and each others ways of trapezing.
Here you see a young citizen of The Puggles mid spin. He is one
of the younger citizens of this room at present. He reached up
and boldly grabbed the trapeze bar and began using his feet to
twill and twine the rope as it wound up. His foot work was en
pointe. His precision was acute.
At one point he made the decision to lift his feet from the ground
and he began spinning. This photograph does not do the majik of
the moment justice. So just imaging a child completely in control
of his movements, dangling from the trapeze that began spinning
as the ropes unwound. Faster and faster he spun. The reassuring
winter sun shining on the ribbon trimming of his tutu and absolute determination on his face.
This is ordinary for this group of children. It is also extraordinary
because it reflects the long term work of an educator who
scaffolds children to move freely and to navigate spaces and places with the puzzle of participating joyfully and safely. It demonstrates what is possible when we trust children.
It is an absolute privilege to witness this kind of commitment to
children and their learning in a place that has so many pockets of
wonder and challenge.
So when you're asking - whats good for children birth to two perhaps the answer is possibility, trust, participation selfdetermining citizens, and trapeze artists...

And yes... everyone can
wear a tutu at Clovelly

Plateenas Feel the love

What We Do With What Art Does...
Misty silver rain drops dancing in light winds curated this Monday morning as Dr Red Ruby Scarlet ventured east to beautiful Clovelly Children's
Centre for another day of pedagogical adventure.
Here is her offering from one day in Plateenas
land .
Following yet another creative curriculum conversation with Centre Director Debbie Zerbst, the majik of the day unfolded. I
nestled into the Plateena's room populated with 2 and 3 year old citizens to a lively discussion about how to make an octagon.
A little bunch of us huddled around a table tried and tested and measured and mused about how the perspex shapes we had
both enabled and disenabled us to make an octagon.
Pyramids (both triangular and square based) arose, tall
cubeular structures and wacky wonky sculptures
formed as we puzzled together. Laughing loudly in our
warm embrace of our failure and success, as our makings stood and fell, our anticipation rose and sank at
our struggle to make an octagon (which we still have
not mastered!).
All the while at a table adjacent to our cacophononic mathematical and architectural dilemmas, were children quietly working
with water colours. This group of children
has mastered the method of loading brushes
to more or less colour intensity, using paper
towel to temper the amount of fluid on the
brush and carefully making marks, inventing
universes, retelling stories and sharing
knowledge.
It wasn't until the afternoon following a
room meeting that I noticed a resemblance
between the children's watercolours and an
artwork I had encountered a number of
years ago. As we discussed the ongoing development of arts practice in the curriculum it suddenly became clear. In the front of my mind the memory of the big bold
work of Emily Kam Kngwarray's 1995 'Anwerlarr Anganenty' (Big Yam Dreaming) stretched across the horizon of my inner
vista. I googled the image to share it with my colleagues to illustrate how what I had seen before, reminded me of the children's watercolour work.
While the children's work wasn't explicitly inspired by this work (but who knows!) I was interested in the relationships between the movement of the lines in Kngwarray's painting and the children's. The sweet sophistication in how there appeared
to be a balance between 'vertical undulations' and how they 'complement horizontals' (see the description of Kngwarray's
work in the link below as a credit for this language and the photograph). That this careful deliberate work by the children conjured a an exhilarating moment engaging with Kngwarray's 'Anwerlarr Anganenty'.
At the Social Justice in Early Childhood conference last weekend, Associate Professor Felicity McArdle

posed a provocation about what art does. How it marks time, how it teaches and how it expresses cultural narratives. Too often children's 'non-representational' paintings or drawings are easily dismissed, but
in this instance, they 'did' something. The children's watercolours transported us to a new conversation
about art, their paintings transported us to another painting that ignited lively discussion and posed possibilities for our curriculum planning. Together Kngwarray's painting and the children's watercolours impacted us and enabled us to think about how we might engage with Kngwarray's art to prompt our learning. This in turn brought us to think about how we might prompt children's learning by drawing lines between their work and Kngwarray's. What could we learn by doing this.

So, if in this instance we ask - what does art do? It does this. And if
you've read this, I'm tipping these art works have done something

The Joeys
Our New Quiet Time Routine
Our sleep and rest procedures have gone through some significant changes in the past
weeks that we are excited to share with you. Recognising that children have different
needs has driven the change. We are guided by the revised National Quality Standard
Quality Area 2.1 .2 ‘Each child’s comfort is provided for and there are appropriate opportunities to meet each child’s need for sleep, rest and relaxation”.
We decided to trial a new routine during the school holidays and it is now a special time of
our day. We began the process by Grace and Courtesy lessons that focused on respecting
the needs of our peers, thinking about the way our bodies need rest during the day and
discussing how rest and relaxation is an important part of feeling happy and helps us to be
healthy and learn. We talked about how some days we may need more sleep or rest than
other times and that sometimes our parents will want us to sleep or rest inside, for example, if we have returned from a holiday and need the extra sleep.
Quiet activities are positioned in and around
the outdoor area and
are thoughtfully chosen. The children help
in the process of
setting up and we always take time to remember the ways in
which we must be
mindful and use
quieter voices during
this time.
The teachers have observed that the continuum of play post ‘quiet
time’ flows much better and the children appear settled and relaxed. Some children that
never slept under the old system are now choosing to rest inside or work quietly on our
verandah.

Joeys:
Our transition into our
quiet time is very important. We gather as
a group in our yarn
circle to say our Acknowledgment of
Country. On hearing
the slow, steady beat
of the clapsticks “tap,
tap, tap,” we gather
together and sit side
by side in a circle. We
say hello to our
friends, followed by
our Acknowledgement
of Country that the
Joeys wrote together.
We reach up to the
sky to say thank you,
we reach down to
touch the earth, and
we say thank you.

We all belong on Gadigal Country

Community Building News bits and partnerships
with families.

On the 20th July we had the comfiest day of the year and helped raise muchneeded funds and awareness for children in foster care.
We all snuggled up, watched movies, tucked into fresh, natural home- made popcorn
and drank hot chocolate.( We had rice milk hot choky too) Thanks to your generosity
we have raised $90 dollars
The pyjama foundation sent us an outline of how far our donations will go:

Thank you to the marvellous
Jane (Elle’s mum for sharing
her face painting skills with

$25 helps purchase children’s books

us during

$50 helps purchase puzzles and board games

We support
parents engagement

with our service
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In this picture on the left, Maria and Alan show us how to reupholster a chair . This old chair was found on the sidewalk by Millie .
Following our philosophy of “re-cycle, re-use and replenish” , the
Joeys decided to give the chair a make over .
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